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How CENTER

ROCK Sees Setups

The company that made the rock drills used to free the Chilean miners last year is exploring the right
level of multitask machining. See Center Rock’s story at edgefactor.com
BY PETER ZELINSKI

N

ot many manufacturers can claim to have been cited in a State of the
Union address. Center Rock Inc. of Berlin, Pennsylvania got nearly
200 words in President Obama’s speech to Congress on January 26. The
maker of rock drilling tools produced the custom drills that were used to
free the 33 trapped miners in Chile—the miners whose rescue was seen
and celebrated around the world in October 2010.
Brandon Fisher, Center Rock’s president and founder (seen in the
upper right in the photo on this page), was already back home from Chile
by the time those men were freed. His company’s role in the drama was
complete once the 2,000-foot-deep hole had been successfully drilled.

At that point, Mr. Fisher, along with Center Rock’s Julie Fisher and senior
engineer Richard Soppe, left the site to get out of the rescuers’ way.
For the Center Rock team, that drama actually had begun back in the
machine shop, on the day the Chileans accepted the company’s offer of
assistance in the emergency. When news of this emergency became clear,
Mr. Fisher committed his company to producing the drills needed for the
rescue as quickly as physically possible—at the cost of putting every other
active job on hold. Because the forged steel bits used in these drills were
tailored to the demands of the rock composition in Chile, the bits were
machined from scratch. One might think that a process involving seven
different machine-tool setups, not to mention trips to subcontractors in
the midst of the machining, could not possibly be responsive—but Center
Rock proved differently.
The manufacturing drama at Center Rock is the subject of the latest
episode of The Edge Factor, an online show about the excitement and
importance of modern manufacturing. That episode is now playing at
edgefactor.com. In it, Mr. Fisher describes his company’s involvement in
a moment when manufacturing and machining became perilously
significant to the lives of 33 men.
One of the points The Edge Factor episode gets to make is that technology is not necessarily pretty. Perhaps the most valuable machining
operation at Center Rock takes place on a seemingly unsightly machine.
Yet for the metalworking professionals reading this magazine, the more
significant lessons of Center Rock’s machining process actually do relate
to technology that is sleek in its level of sophistication.
Specifically, the company has a “done in one” machine tool—a Doosan
Puma Series MX 2500 ST turning center featuring both a secondary
spindle and live tooling. On this machine, a drill bit part could conceivably
be taken all the way from raw forging to the heat-treat stage within a single
machining cycle, rather than the series of setups needed to produce large
(F AR L EFT ) This lathe machines
the company’s larger rockdrilling bits, including some that
went into drills sent to rescue
the miners in Chile. Center
Rock’s role in the mine rescue in
Chile is the subject of the latest
episode of The Edge Factor.
Watch it now at edgefactor.com.
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A drill sometimes includes
many bits for cutting the
rock, as is the case with this
one about to be welded in
the company’s fabrication
area. A single bit ( BELOW ) is
a machined part that begins
as a forging.

bits such as the ones that went to Chile.
However, the shop doesn’t necessarily opt for
the one-setup approach.
That machine is part of a spectrum of turning
equipment in the shop, with the level of multitasking
capability increasing as part sizes go down. The newest machine in the
shop is for turning only—a Doosan CNC lathe with a maximum turning
diameter of 22 inches. A mid-size machine from the same builder offers
live tooling but no secondary spindle.
With these machines, Center Rock is exploring the right level of multitasking for its parts. One of the lessons Center Rock shows is this: Just
because the company can produce some of its bits with very few setups,
that doesn’t necessarily mean that it should.
REAL EMERGENCY
Steve Bungard is Center Rock’s manufacturing manager. “We run a lot of
so-called ‘emergency’ jobs,” he says. “This is the first one that was an
actual life-or-death emergency.”
The Chileans accepted Center Rock’s offer of help on a Friday. Employees began setup and machining work that day. The work continued into
the night. Heat treat and shot peen suppliers were alerted to the emergency
need. Final machining of the bits began as soon as the parts could be
retrieved from these suppliers, and the fabrication and final assembly of
the completed drills began as soon as the machining of these bits allowed.
The completed drills were shipped on Sunday. In the end, manufacturing
the drills from scratch took less time than what would be required to
transport the drills from the airport in Chile to the remote site of the collapsed mine.
Center Rock’s larger drill bits see the most setups. For one of these
parts, the work of turning both ends, preparing the part for a holemaking
operation, and detailing the machined hole together entails four lathe
setups. The part then goes to an HMC from Mazak for spline milling, milling the rock-cutting face and drilling recesses that hold the carbide cutting elements. This machining center work requires three setups—two
before heat treatment and one after.
Machining any of the drill bit forgings is difficult. That’s because the
parts do difficult work. It is not hard to imagine the stresses the bits see
as they cut through thousands of feet of rock. The forged steel able to
resist these stresses is similarly resistant to machining. One particularly

challenging machined feature is a
hole in the part’s stem that extends
through almost the entire length of
the bit. This hole mates with smaller
holes to form a conduit for highpressure air blowing bits of rock away
from the face of the drill. Machining
this hole used to be a struggle involving broken tools and long cycle
times—but not anymore.
About 5 years ago, Center Rock’s
staff engineered the process that
now machines this deep hole quickly
and reliably. The process was built
upon an old but rugged manual lathe.
An important element of the process
is a high-pressure coolant system
the shop mated to the lathe. But the
very heart of the process is a drill
design from Sandvik Coromant—a
Corodrill 800 tool featuring a large
hollow area through its center. Center Rock mounts this tool to a long
cylinder-within-a-cylinder shaft along the centerline of the lathe spindle.
Coolant shoots through the annular space between the cylinders to
facilitate cutting. Then, thanks to the design of the Corodrill, the coolant
and metal chips are drawn out of the cut and through the internal cylinder
via vacuum pressure. With this deep drilling process, the shop routinely

This turning center features live tooling capability. Another turning center for still
smaller bits features live tooling and a secondary spindle.
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work. The time and tool life savings easily justify the added setup time.
2. Response time. The machining left out of the cycle above includes
the geometry of the face. This is the part of the bit that varies most from
drill to drill. Often this face geometry is custom. Therefore, in order to
respond to customers quickly, Center Rock machines everything except
the face geometry and keeps the semi-completed bits waiting on the
shelves. Keeping this stock does not add much inventory cost because
of the next point.
3. Inventory already built in. Lead times for forgings are long, particularly during periods when manufacturing activity is strong. Center Rock
recently watched its wait times for forgings grow from 6 weeks to 20
weeks. The only way the company can accommodate this delay is by
ordering plenty of forgings at once to maintain a large buffer. Given that
the company must carry this inventory anyway, it makes sense to machine
some of it to a nearly ready state.

Steve Bungard demonstrates one of the machining operations for a drill bit part in
GibbsCAM, which the shop uses to program both turning machines and machining centers. More about Center Rock’s machining process is documented in the
new episode at edgefactor.com.
achieves a productive 0.012-ipr feed rate, long tool life and excellent ID
surface finishes, Mr. Bungard says.
SETUPS AND BEYOND
Smaller rock-drilling bits see fewer setups than the sequence described
above. This is because of the combined turning and milling capabilities
of the shop’s smaller turning centers, which allow the company’s most
popular drill-bit sizes to be run more productively. The smallest-diameter
bits could be machined (up to the point of heat treatment) within a onesetup process. Given that a single drill requires fewer than 20 bits (often
fewer than 10), this might seem like the best method. Yet the shop instead
frequently machines its small bits across a series of setups, with work
sometimes proceeding through the shop in batches of 100 or more. From
Center Rock’s perspective, why does batch manufacturing employing a
sequence of setups remain the better approach? The answer to this question is potentially useful for any shop that is evaluating multitask machining capability.
As Center Rock shows, this capability is valuable for reasons that go
beyond just single-setup machining. The freedom to perform more machining in one place enhances Center Rock’s production capacity, even if that
freedom is not used to machine a part all the way to completion. For
example, the smallest bits often receive stem-end turning, pilot hole drilling and spline milling in a single, efficient turning center setup. However,
the cycle then stops.
There are various reasons why machining doesn’t proceed any farther
toward completing the part within this cycle. The reasons have to do with
all of the following factors:
1. Dedicated drilling machine. A setup isn’t bad if it saves cost. Center
Rock adds an extra setup to drill the blind hole using its own dedicated
hole-making machine because this machine is more effective for that

PEOPLE FIRST
One final important factor affecting the impact of setups relates to where
Center Rock earns its income. The company does not just supply a
manufactured product, it supplies an engineered product. In fact, increasingly the rock drill is a custom-engineered product, as customers use
resources like GoToMeeting to work with Center Rock designers in real
time to specify precisely the rock-drilling geometry they want to use. Even
when this level of customer involvement isn’t involved, though, Center
Rock personnel select or tailor drills to specific customer applications.
With its technical expertise and capacity to innovate, the company can
deliver high value to customers—high enough value that it need not matter
significantly whether seven setups or three go into making the parts.
For Center Rock, the center is the people—including the customers
and the core of experienced employees necessary to serve these customers at an advanced level. “People first” is a cliché, but also an easy principle to forget. Fortunately for Center Rock, the company got to experience
a reminder of this principle—a brief interlude when the company was
focused not on customers, not on employees, but instead was devoted
entirely to the fates of 33 desperate men whose lives might yet be
saved.

The company developed its own process for drilling the deep blind hole in each
bit. Key to the process is the Sandvik Coromant Corodrill tool that allows coolant
and chips to be drawn through the tool and out of the hole.
Reprinted from the April 2011 MODERN MACHINE SHOP Magazine and Copyright © 2011 by Gardner Publications, Inc.,
6915 Valley Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45244-3029.

Ease of Use

GibbsCAM CNC Programming Solutions
For over twenty-five years, Gibbs and Associates has been a leader
in providing cutting edge CAD/CAM technology, while maintaining its signature ease-of-use and productivity. Powerfully Simple,
Simply Powerful is the guiding philosophy at Gibbs. Gibbs believes
in empowering the NC programmer, machinist and manufacturing
engineer, not eliminating them. Gibbs’ goal is to introduce manufacturers to new technologies and new ways of working that makes
their machining easier and their businesses more profitable.
To achieve this goal, Gibbs creates tools that are naturally
intuitive, graphically interactive, extremely visual, associative and
just plain enjoyable to use. Gibbs provides a total quality solution
with the service and support successful customers require.

GibbsCAM Capabilities and Benefits
• Short learning curve makes the GibbsCAM system easy to learn
and remember
• Intuitive graphical user interface, specifically designed for manufacturing, is easy to use
• Powerful macro programming capability allows users to create
their own extensions to the system
• Integrated manufacturing CAD capabilities provide accurate
geometry creation and modification
• Exchange data with CAD systems using ACIS®-SAT®, DXF®,
DWG®, IGES, STEP AP203/AP214, VDA-FS, Parasolid®,
CATIA® V4/V5, STL, UGX/NX and Creo Elements/Pro®
(formerly known as Pro/ENGINEER) formats and all of the files
from the systems mentioned below
• Directly transfer models files and assemblies from within
Autodesk Inventor®, Rhinoceros®, Solid Edge®, SolidWorks®,
KeyCreator and CimatronE to GibbsCAM for machining
• Wizards interface technology streamlines common tasks:
Hole Wizard guides compound hole creation
Stock Wizard guides stock definition
• Interactive Feature Recognition provides an easy-to-use way to
identify feature geometry to machine
• Automated Feature Recognition identifies hole features and
their corresponding parameters
• Hole Manager organizes hole programming process
• Knowledge-based machining stores your company’s manufacturing expertise for re-use
• Advanced toolpath generation creates fast and accurate
gouge-free machining
• Full associativity automatically allows processes to be quickly
and easily updated based on part model changes
• Reporter function easily generates comprehensive process
documentation for the shop floor
• 3D Cut Part Rendering reveals any errors before material and
machining time are wasted
• Machine Simulation allows program to be checked for potential
part, tool and machine interferences
• Over 10,000 error-free post processors
Autodesk
Inventor
ensure what-you-see is-what-you-machine
2012
Certified
output with over 800 posts for MTM
machine tools

GibbsCAM’s graphical user inter face
has been specifically designed for the
types of operations performed by
manufacturing professionals making
for an intuitive interface that is easy
to learn and use.

Breadth of Capability

Programming capabilities support
production milling and turning, solid
modeling, 2- through 5-axis milling,
wire-EDM and advanced machining
requirements including mill/turning,
rotary milling, high speed machining,
multi-task machining, Swiss, tombstone machining and 3-axis multisurface machining.

Manufacturing CAD

GibbsCAM provides integrated CAD
functionality for geometry, wireframe,
surface, and solid model creation and
modification necessary to support the
special needs of manufacturing. Use it
to program from blueprint, design
fixtures and molds or repair the
imported data.

3D Simulation

Integrated 3D visualization capability allows the process to be
simulated and verified at any time,
preventing costly errors before
material and machine time are
wasted. The user controls the animation speed, tool display and the
ability to highlight specific operations. Process and full machine
simulation are supported.

®
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CAD System Certification
GibbsCAM is certified under the Autodesk
Inventor Certified Applications Program, is a
Siemens Solution Partner Program-PLM for
Solid Edge Product and is a SolidWorks
Certified CAM Partner Product.
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